MD5
METAL DETECTOR
NSN 6665-99-303-7248

DESCRIPTION
The Guartel Technologies MD5 metal detector is designed for specialist search and exploitation
operations. The detector is compact and lightweight and is particularity suited for Special Forces, police
special operations and military/police Specialist Search Teams.
The MD5 utilises high speed pulse induction coupled with digital processors and custom designed
software. The MD5 is self testing and self calibrating; use of a zero button function allows the user to
discriminate readings from targets in close proximity to each other.
The MD5 is of one piece construction using high performance carbon fibre composite tubing and aircraft
grade aluminium. The probe is telescopic making the MD5 very compact for carriage and stowage,
extending the telescopic probe allows the MD5 to be used in the lying, kneeling and standing position.
The MD5 has a folding control turret handle which houses the zero button and LED display module.
Power is supplied from 2 x D cell batteries allowing up to 12 hours of use.
The selectable alarm allows the user to have vibrate, visual or audible alarms either singularly or in
combination. Volume can be adjusted and the MD5 is supplied with an earpiece, which when fitted
mutes the onboard loudspeaker.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Electronics

Digital processors, RISC based 8 bit, surface mount technology.

Batteries

2 Dry Cell IEE LR20 Manganese Alkerline, D cell.

Battery Life

12 Hours at an ambient temparature of 20ºC

Transit Weight

6.8kg (in Peli Hardigg Storm Case) 3.2kg

Operation Weight

1.6kg including batteries

Detection

UK 2pence coin 170mm, PP3 battery 300mm

MD5

Supplied with, transit case, Cordura nylon carry pouch, earpiece,
2 batteries, MD5 detector, user instructions (English)
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